Identifying the key influencing factors that affected users' adoption of sustainable mobile health care and improving alternative mobile health services continuously can help ordinary consumers (especially vulnerable populations) use extensive health resources cheaply and conveniently; which can increase the quality and equity of health services; so as to promote the sustainable development of medical resources. We integrated decision making trial and evaluation laboratory (DEMETEL)-based analytic network process (DANP) and a modified VlseKriterijumska Optimizacija I Kompromisno Resenje (VIKOR) method to form a DDANPMV (DEMATEL+ DANP + Modified VIKOR) model to examine consumers' adoption of mobile health care. This method was developed to not only help decision-makers evaluate alternative mobile health care and determine the best option, but also use to identify and improve the performance gap of alternative products with the goal of satisfying the aspirations of consumers. Four types of mobile health care products were analyzed. The results indicate that social norms; product image; and consumer trust are three key factors in consumer adoption. The results can guide policy design and implementation. The government and enterprises should improve mobile health care through these three aspects.
Introduction

Research Background
Mobile health care is an important aspect of electronic medicine that involves using mobile devices (e.g., mobile phones, tablet computers, and personal digital assistants) to provide medical services and health information to patients [1] . Health care faces numerous problems, including high medical costs and poor medical service availability [2] . Nowadays, mobile health care allows people to access the services of certified doctors in a rapid speed and low price through health mobile applications or websites on mobile terminals like mobile-phones. Therefore, mobile health care can help to reduce medical costs and waiting times and improve the efficiency of medical resources use [3] . In turn, it can become a way of sustainable development in the field of medical health. As a result, ordinary consumers, especially the vulnerable ones, will benefit. In China, people in rural areas and urban migrant communities can hardly access quality medical resources and it is difficult for them to afford expensive medical expenses as well [4] . While the medical resources in some big cities are redundant, which reflects the uneven distribution of medical resources. However, with the help of mobile health care, people can treat many common diseases like influenza and toothache themselves the DDANPMV model [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . We proposed that the DDANPMV model is a more effective method of solving the research problem. In this paper, an empirical case is illustrated to demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed method. Four mobile health care products were selected. P 1 was developed by a sensor company, P 2 is a smart pill with an embedded chip developed by a start-up company, P 3 is the smart health scanner launched by a health care product company, and P 4 is a mobile electrocardiogram device developed by a biotechnology company.
Foreign and Domestic Studies
Many foreign studies on mobile health care have concentrated on technological research and development such as using cloud computing, sensors, and Bluetooth to improve the application of mobile health care [20] [21] [22] [23] . Additionally, there is also a wealth of studies across Europe looking at the adoption of mobile health care [24] [25] [26] . Initially, research mainly focused on the development prospects of mobile health care [27, 28] . As an aspect of electronic health care, mobile health care has expanded constantly. Consequently, scholars have begun to research its effectiveness. They have verified the reliability and effectiveness of mobile health using qualitative methods such as focus groups and literature reviews [29, 30] . In addition, scholars have researched specific consumers and areas on the basis of health care adoption. Brian and Ben-Zeev [31] conducted a literature review of the expansion of mobile health care in Asia and concluded that funding, cultural differences, data security, and privacy are barriers for mobile health care development in Asia. Khatun et al. [32] established a framework that includes the influence of technology, motivation, and resources on the adoption of mobile health, and they verified this framework through a questionnaire survey, thereby providing a reference for decision-makers. Medhanyie et al. [33] found that issues involving smartphones, the operation of medical systems, and staff behavior hindered medical staff from adopting mobile health care. Their study was conducted using a semi-structured questionnaire involving 13 health care providers and 25 health promotion personnel. On the basis of a motivational model (MM), Cocosila and Archer [34] concluded that internal incentives can motivate adoption, whereas perceived risk decreases adoption.
These studies were conducted mainly through qualitative analysis and lacked the objectivity of quantitative analysis because there is a richness to the data that can be gleaned from interviews/focus groups with the end users. Few researchers have applied quantitative analysis to the study of mobile health care adoption. Akter et al. used a partial least squares (PLS) path model to demonstrate that reliability has both a direct and indirect influence on sustaining the utilization of mobile health care information services. Consumer trust has a mediating effect between reliability and sustaining utilization, whereas reliability has no regulating effect between consumer trust and sustaining utilization [35] . They also extended the expectation-confirmation model (ECM) and utilized a continuous medical model in another study, the sustaining adoption intention of economically disadvantaged groups was analyzed and the model included consumer trust and quality of service help [36] . Hung and Jen [37] applied a technology acceptance model (TAM) and PLS data analysis and concluded that perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use have different influences on different adopters. There are also several mixed/multiple method studies which seek to take the benefits from both qualitative and quantitative analysis. For example, Michel-Verkerke and Hoogeboom (2013) used the USE IT-questionnaire to construct an evaluation system of the adoption of electronic patient records by healthcare and evaluated the questionnaire by applying a principal component analysis [38] .
The mobile health care industry has developed rapidly in China. When searching for the keyword "health" in a popular mobile app store such as SnapPea, thousands of apps can be found. Domestic studies of mobile health care have mainly concentrated on two aspects: (1) the technological level of medical health care: with the development of embedded technology, struts + spring + hibernate architecture, and cloud computing, research on mobile health care has evolved with the development of new technologies [39, 40] . (2) Analytical investigation of the development status of mobile health: researchers have analyzed the domestic development prospects and barriers of mobile health by using various management models [41] . These studies have mostly been conducted using qualitative research methods that lack analysis and verification. In recent years, few studies have been conducted on the adoption, acceptance, and trust of mobile health. Chinese scholars have only recently begun to conduct quantitative analysis of consumers' adoption of mobile health care. Taiwanese scholars [42] studied the influence factors involved in medical staff choosing mobile services to support their work by using a TAM. Similarly, the behavior involved in consumers' adoption of mobile health care can be analyzed using analogous models and methods. Yang and Wang explored the key influence factors of the adoption of an asthma treatment mobile service in Taiwan by using a TAM [43] . After analyzing questionnaire data through structural equation modeling, they concluded that attitude is the key influence factor, followed by perceived usefulness, management support, and subjective standards and perceived ease of use.
Studies on the adoption of mobile health have mainly used a TAM, and emphasized perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use. However, the influences of social norm [44] and perceived behavioral control [45] on acceptance behavior have been excluded. In addition, studies have mostly been conducted using qualitative analysis and minimal quantitative analysis. The limitations of previous studies lack systematic analysis, including that of the intrinsic influence relationships among index factors.
Research Content and Framework
To address the shortcomings of previous studies, this study applied a new conceptual framework of mobile health care to develop a measurable evaluation index system with the DDANPVM model. Therefore, we further explored the relationship and degree among dimensions and criteria [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] with respect to performance improvement. First, this study addressed both internal and external influence factors in consumers' adoption of mobile health care, applying literature analysis, discussion, and summarization. Second, the evaluation index system was constructed synthetically at both the criterion and dimension levels according to domestic and foreign studies, thereby enriching current theoretical knowledge on mobile health care and providing new insights. Third, we recognized the cause-effect relationships between criteria and dimensions and confirmed the key influence factors and their IWs. The DEMATEL method can be used to construct an INRM and determine the IWs, preserving the relationships among dimensions and criteria in a universal model based on the basic concept of ANP, which has been termed DANP [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Finally, the study verified the effectiveness of the DDANPVM model through empirical analysis, and confirmed that the gap between various factors of several candidate products through the modified VIKOR method, providing references for decision-makers and consumers [14, 15] . The combination of DANP and the modified VIKOR method enables the identification of performance limitations, thereby providing multicriteria optimization of complex systems [50] and prioritizing their improvement and promoting consumers' adoption of mobile health care [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . These results were concluded through quantitative analysis, which offered specific sustainable development planning advice. The structure of the paper is shown in Figure 1 . 
Identification of Key Influence Factors of Mobile Health Care Adoption
Mobile health care provides health services to mobile device owners. Mobile health care products have the characteristics of both health services and mobile devices, and these characteristics affect consumers' experiences and satisfaction. Designing health services based on the analysis of these characteristics can contribute to the development of an index system of consumers' adoption of mobile health care.
Analysis of the Characteristics and Adoption of Mobile Health Care
Health care services are provided to meet patients' medical requirements and are thus a type of service product, sharing common characteristics, such as intangibility, synchronism, non-storage, and heterogeneity, with other service products [55] . As health care services are a special service that involves people's health, consumers' experiences and perceptions are influenced by specific characteristics, such as safety, effectiveness, and timeliness [56] .
Mobile devices include mobile apps, wearable devices, and mobile terminals, which are the vehicles of mobile health care service provision. The performance of mobile devices affects whether consumers tend to adopt mobile health care products. If too many factors were considered at one time, the effect of key factors may be weakened in the empirical process. Therefore, several representative characteristics of mobile devices were considered in this paper, including convenience, safety, interactivity, and low-cost.
Convenience
Mobile devices are small and portable. From the time when personal computers (PCs) were the main means for transmitting information to the era of the mobile Internet, limitations of time and space have been transcended through a wide variety of portable devices. The combination of health services and mobile devices has expanded the scope of health care services. For instance, users can adopt some health services and obtain diagnoses after installing apps on smart phones.
Safety
Mobile devices require wireless networks to transmit data. In the process of network transmission, users' personal medical information is potentially at risk. When health services and mobile devices are combined, users' personal medical information is uploaded to the providers' 
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Mobile devices require wireless networks to transmit data. In the process of network transmission, users' personal medical information is potentially at risk. When health services and mobile devices are combined, users' personal medical information is uploaded to the providers' servers through Sustainability 2019, 11, 752 6 of 29 a wireless network. Mobile health providers should be responsible for users' information and ensure that mobile devices have encryption and safety protection.
Interaction
Mobile devices have powerful capacities for storage and computing. Users must interact with mobile devices to realize functions. However, the performance of mobile devices and apps that are related to the user interface, human-computer interaction, and ease of use also influence consumer adoption.
Low-cost
Technological development and the popularization of mobile devices and the mobile Internet present a promising opportunity for mobile health development. For example, users can make an appointment through the hospital's app after downloading it from an app store, satisfying their medical demands and reducing costs, including value and time costs.
Evaluation Index System for Consumer Adoption of Mobile Health
According to the above discussion, we established a conceptual framework for influences on the adoption of mobile health care that includes three aspects: technology, motivation, and resources. The framework was verified by experts who have practical experience in this field by using a questionnaire survey. The framework is as follows: (1) technology level, including the availability of smart terminals and the ability to use the Internet on a mobile phone; (2) motivation level, consisting of use experience, trust, and intention to use mobile health care; and (3) resource level, which contains consciousness of using mobile health services, age, and demography. On this basis, and on the basis of the results of foreign and domestic studies, we proposed three first-level indexes (the dimensions): technological dimension, objective dimension, and environmental dimension. The second-level indexes (the criteria) were then determined based on relevant studies.
The technological development of mobile health care is an important factor that prompts consumer adoption. As a revolutionary technology, mobile health care has received considerable attention in recent years [8, 57] . TAMs, as proposed by Davis [58] , are usually used as basic theoretical models when studying the adoption of information technology. In a TAM, perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use determine people's intention to accept information technology. Perceived usefulness measures the performance of specific technology in prompting people to act, whereas perceived ease of use indicates the degree of difficulty in using specific technology. Scholars have subsequently verified the effectiveness of this model [59] , and the influence of perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use on the adoption of mobile health care have been demonstrated in numerous studies [60] [61] [62] . Therefore, the technological dimension of this study involves usefulness and ease of use.
In addition, users can receive service they need from mobile health care products. Quality of service significantly influences users' satisfaction and adoption [63] , including quality of medical technological service and quality of nonmedical technological service. Quality of medical technological service not only satisfies users' requirement for the service value of health services but also provides information safely, effectively, and in a timely manner. Thus, quality of technological service is involved in the technological dimension in this paper.
Subjective Dimension (D 2 )
The adoption of new technology is related to users' personal behavioral characteristics. In this field, subjective norm was considered as an important influencing variable [64] . Therefore, this paper includes the subjective dimension among the three influential factors. The innovation diffusion theory (IDT) presented by Rogers [65] provides related factors that influence adoption behavior. These factors include comparative advantage, complexity, and compatibility. Comparative advantage indicates the dominance of a new innovative technology relative to the time before this technology was applied. Complexity means the difficulty users encounter in using or operating this innovation. Compatibility refers to the degree to which the consistency of innovation, and the extant value, belief and experience that users have. Based on the description of each factor in the TAM and IDT, comparative advantage is similar to perceived usefulness, whereas complexity is similar to perceived ease of use. Among the influential factors presented by Rogers, comparative advantage, complexity, and compatibility are most frequently applied in studies of Internet technology [66] . Therefore, compatibility was included in the objective dimension as an influential factor.
In contrast to traditional approaches to health service, mobile health care uses wireless networks to transmit data and information, which presents the risk of information leakage through the Internet. Information security and user privacy are key factors that affect development of e-commerce [67] . Privacy protection for user information is an urgent issue [68] . Users' trust towards mobile device technology and providers affects their acceptance of this type of technology and application [69] . This relates to whether providers have the necessary knowledge and skill to satisfy users' needs, and whether providers have good motives and comply with moral and ethical principles. Hence, users' trust is involved in the objective dimension as an influencing factor.
Users' perception of the utility value of products is an important factor that affects satisfaction. Perceived value is a comprehensive evaluation made by consumers based on benefits and costs [70] . Zeithaml [71] indicated that consumers' perception of product value includes price, whether product utility can be maximized, performance-price ratio, and the relationship between cost and benefit. According to a study by Moore [72] , users with different levels of consumption make different choices regarding technological innovation perception and value perception. Hence, users' perceived value regarding mobile health care is involved in the objective dimension as an influence factor.
Environmental Dimension (D 3 )
Social identity theory indicates that individuals hope to gain social identity and improve self-esteem by maintaining positive recognition from social groups [73] . Social factors of mobile health care refer to a social group's degree of recognition of users' adoption of mobile health care. This social group includes a users' family, friends, and colleagues, and whether they hold a positive attitude that supports them to use mobile health services. For instance, children might support and persuade their parents to adopt mobile health care due to their poor health status. Social factors influence consumers' behavior intention [74] [75] [76] [77] . In the mobile health care service field, social factors are one of the most important influence factors in consumer adoption [78] . Thus, social factors are involved in the environmental dimension.
Whether an information technology is widely used and whether the application of this technology is given appropriate social status influences users' adoption [74] . Hospital or company image, social reputation. and service attitude also influence users' satisfaction. This study unified objective influences in society into product image and included it in the environmental dimension. The evaluation index system of consumer adoption of mobile health is shown in Table 1 . Table 1 . Evaluation index system of the adoption of mobile health.
Dimensions/Criteria
Descriptions References
The performance of mobile health on prompting consumers to do something. [58, 59, 61] Ease of use (C 12 )
The degree of difficulty in using mobile health products. [58, 59, 61] Quality of technological service (C 13 )
Whether it could satisfy users' requirement for using value of health service and provide health service information safely, timely and effectively to meet consumers' needs.
[63]
The consistency degree of medical health products with consumers' existing values, belief and experience.
[ 65, 66] Trust (C 22 )
Whether providers have necessary knowledge and skill to satisfy users' needs, whether providers serve well-intended without bad motives, and whether providers comply with the moral and ethical principles.
[ 67, 68] Perceived value (C 23 )
A comprehensive evaluation made by consumers based on benefits and costs, including price, utility maximum, performance-price ratio of product or service and relationship between cost and benefit of product.
The social group's influential degree of users' recognition on the adoption of mobile health, which users belong to, including users' family, friends, colleagues, etc. Additionally, whether they hold positive attitudes and support consumers to use mobile health.
[ [74] [75] [76] [77] Product image(C 32 )
Whether an information technology is widely-used and whether the application of this technology is given social status. How the image, social reputation and service attitude of hospital or company is.
[74]
Building a DDANPMV Model for Evaluating and Improving Mobile Health Care
Multiple criteria decision-making (MCDM) is described as "a branch of operational research dealing with finding optimal results in complex scenarios including various indicators, conflicting objectives and criteria" [79] . In recent years, researchers have tried to combine multiple techniques to use MCDM approach to construct optimal decision schemes. Li et al. (2016) integrated heterogeneous information to construct a group decision making model [80] . Yazdani et al. (2016) integrated DEMATEL and quality function deployment model to select the best green supplier [81] . Wang et al. (2016) combined simple additive weighting, techniques for order preference by similarity to an ideal solution and grey relational analysis techniques to construct a hybrid decision-making model which can guide a decision-maker in making a reasonable judgment without requiring professional skills or extensive experience [82] . Mousavi-Nasab and Sotoudeh-Anvari (2017) combined TOPSIS, COPRAS and DEA to solve the problem of material selection [83] .
The DDANPMV model was developed to not only to help decision-makers evaluate alternative mobile health care services and identify the best option, but also used for identifying and improving the performance of alternative products and increasing consumer satisfaction. This process includes the DMATEL, DANP, and modified VIKOR methods. This study introduced consumer preference to establish a modified DDANPMV model based on the DDANPV method. This is generally called hybrid MCDM (HMCDM) [13, [16] [17] [18] and was proposed by Prof. Gwo-Hshiung Tzeng. In this approach, the key influence factors of consumers' adoption of mobile health care are identified to help consumers choose the best mobile health product, thereby improving mobile health care services. This study was designed on the DEMATEL technique which assists in identifying the influence relationship matrix for an INRM and then in determining the influential weights of DANP among dimensions and criteria using basic concepts based on ANP [84] [85] [86] . Finally, practical problems were solved in real-world situations [87] . The DANP method can effectively measure key influential factors for the development of mobile health care. This method evaluated each criterion through the modified VIKOR method, combining this with satisfying consumer needs (preferences) to fit today's competitive markets. In other words, "aspired-worst" was used as a benchmark for performance evaluation instead of the "max-min" benchmark which is the most appropriate solution among the existing alternatives. This study also used the influential weights of DANP to represent the integrated performance gap of each criterion or dimension overall. We then considered how this can be used to improve the performance of each criterion or dimension to systematically reduce the performance gap through the continuous improvement and sustainable development of mobile health care. The performance gaps of criteria or dimensions obtained based on INRM enable decision-makers to determine which gaps (maximal gap in overall-viewing of all criteria or in viewing each dimension) should be improved. The new hybrid modified VIKOR method can not only be used for ranking, selection, and improved processing with several mobile health care products (alternatives), but can also be used for optimizing the improvement strategies for single mobile health products, thereby achieving aspiration levels through continuous improvement and sustainable development. The aims of this subsection were to (1) use the DEMATEL method to determine the influence relationships among influence factors, (2) use DANP based on the basic concept of ANP to measure influential weights, and (3) use the modified VIKOR method, which was combined with satisfying consumer needs (preferences) to evaluate the mobile health care products. The framework of the research model is shown in Figure 2 .
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Constructing the INRM of Mobile Health Care Based on the DEMATEL Technique
The DEMATEL technique was first developed by the Battelle Research Center in 1972 to build an interrelationship network and explore complex real-world problems [87] . For the current study, we first identified eight criteria for the evaluation index system of mobile health care through literature analysis, discussion, and summarization. These criteria were then confirmed and adopted on the basis of the opinions of experts with practical experience in order to build an influence relation matrix T for the criteria and dimensions and thereby construct an INRM based on the DEMATEL technique. This also involved identifying the cause-effect relationships among eight criteria to obtain more precise IWs in line with real-world problems in the following step [88, 89] . Therefore, this was 
The DEMATEL technique was first developed by the Battelle Research Center in 1972 to build an interrelationship network and explore complex real-world problems [87] . For the current study, we first identified eight criteria for the evaluation index system of mobile health care through literature analysis, discussion, and summarization. These criteria were then confirmed and adopted on the basis of the opinions of experts with practical experience in order to build an influence relation matrix T for the criteria and dimensions and thereby construct an INRM based on the DEMATEL technique. This also involved identifying the cause-effect relationships among eight criteria to obtain more precise IWs in line with real-world problems in the following step [88, 89] . Therefore, this was more suitable than traditional applications for solving real-world applications. Thus, the procedures for establishing an INRM [90] [91] [92] [93] [94] [95] entail the following steps.
Step 1: Obtaining the initial influence matrix A = [a ij ] n×n . Expert questionnaires can be converted to an initial influence matrix for the influence values of criteria i to j by using the Delphi method. This process uses a scale of 0-4 to represent the factors as follows: complete lack of influence (0), low influence (1), medium influence (2), high influence (3), and extremely high influence (4). The Delphi method enables convergence of experts' opinion to be obtained. We can then calculate the initial influence matrix in which a ij represents the degree of influence of criterion i on criterion j.
Step 2: Building the normalized direct effect matrixN. Matrix N can be obtained using Equations (1) and (2) .
Step 3: Building the total influence matrix T. Matrix T can be obtained from Equation (3), where matrix I is an identity matrix and lim h→∞ N h = [0] n×n .
Step 4: Constructing the INRM. In this study, we comprehensively considered the total influence matrix of criteria T c = t C ij n×n and the total influence matrix of dimensions T D = t D ij m×m , which were obtained from the total influence matrix T. According to Equations (4)-(6), the sum of each row and column for T can be expressed as the vector r (the sum of rows in the total influence matrix T: ∑ n j=1 t ij n×1 = (. . . , t i , . . .) T = (. . . , r i , . . .) T ) and the vector y (the sum of columns in the total influence matrix T: ∑ n i=1 t ij T 1×n = (. . . , t j , . . .) = (. . . , y j , . . .)). When i = j and i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, the vector (r + y) indicates the total influence of the criteria i, including influences from and to the other criteria, simultaneously. The vector (r − y) represents the degree of causality among criteria. If (r i − y i ) is positive, the criterion i belongs to the cause group, and if (r i − y i ) is negative, the criterion i belongs to the effect group. The degree of influence and causality provides a reference for making decisions by plotting the INRM [16] .
Obtaining the Influential Weights of Criteria and Dimensions by DANP
ANP was first proposed by Saaty [96] in 1996. It originates from the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) and can be applied to solve nonlinear and complex networks. It deals with dependence and feedback problems on only two levels: dimensions (or clusters) and criteria (inner dimensions/clusters). The diagonal matrix is assumed to be independent (zero matrix W ii = 0) or self-related (identity matrix I), and the weighted super-matrix is obtained using equal weights (ignoring the influence of different degrees) for the dimensions [90, 91, 97 ]. Saaty's ANP eliminates the limitation of AHP, which assumes that the criteria (inner and outer dimensions and clusters) are all independent [96] . The difference between the two methods is that ANP is applied to the decision-making problems of the interrelationship only in outer dimensions (or clusters), whereas AHP assumes that the relationships between outer and inner dimensions (all the dimensions and criteria) are independent, and there are more comparison matrices in the ANP than in the AHP [98] . The issue of pairwise comparison matrix in MCDM has been studied by many researchers in recent years, and Kou et al. (2016) found the current hot research topics and research techniques in this field [99] . The IWs of DANP are in line with the need to solve practical issues to relax or relieve some unreasonable assumptions in AHP and ANP. Consequently, it may affect the outcome of decision-making if we do not take the influence interrelationship among dimensions and criteria into account. Therefore, in this study, we identified the mutual IWs of DANP among the criteria based on the basic concept of ANP to solve these problems [100, 101] . This approach is more suitable for solving real-world applications. The specific processes are as follows:
Step 1: Obtaining the unweighted super-matrix W = (T α c ) . The total influence matrix T c is normalized to obtain the normalized matrix T α c . The unweighted super-matrix W can be obtained by transposing the normalized matrix T α c . T c is shown in Equation (7) and the normalized matrix T α c is shown in Equation (8) . The normalization of the first dimension is shown as an example in Equations (9) and (10) normalized 
Step 2: Determining the normalized super-matrix 
Step 2: Determining the normalized super-matrix W α . The dimensional matrix T D is shown in Equation (12) , which can be normalized to T α D as shown in Equations (13)- (15) . The normalized super-matrix W α can be obtained by multiplying T α D by W as shown in Equation (16) .
Step 3: Calculating the IWs of each criterion in the stable matrix. The normalized super-matrix W α is multiplied several times to obtain the stable matrix lim
g , where g represents a positive integer number.
Analysis of Mobile Health Care Performance and Evaluation of the Gaps by the Modified VIKOR Method
The modified VIKOR method can be used for ranking and selection. It can also be used for performance improvement methods involving multiple alternatives that are influenced by the interaction of various factors [14] . However, the modified VIKOR method does not take decision-makers' preferences into consideration. This study introduced preference functions to address this problem and established a multi-scheme selection decision model on the basis of the preference information of decision-makers [84, 85] , and replaced information by influence weight. The processes are as follows:
Step 1: Determining the best value (aspiration level) and the worst value. A questionnaire survey was conducted on the performance of different mobile health care products with scores ranging from 0 (very bad/dissatisfied) to 10 (very good/satisfied) for each criterion to gauge consumers by social response. We can set the best value (aspiration level) as f aspired j = 10 and the worst value as f worst j = 0, using aspired-worst as the benchmark to avoid choosing the best among inferior alternatives. Thus, we can not only apply this for ranking and selection but also use it for performance-gap improvement. This method can even be used for a single alternative for performance-gap improvement based on INRM. This new modified VIKOR method is different from the max-min oriented criterion j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} (max: positive ideal point, min: negative ideal point). For the max-min benchmark, the highest score (i.e., max-oriented, positive ideal point) is f * j = max k { f kj |k = 1, 2, . . . , K}, and the lowest score (i.e., min-oriented, negative ideal point) is f − j = min k { f kj |k = 1, 2, . . . , K}. This approach can only be used for ranking and selection (i.e., it cannot be used for performance-gap improvement), and two alternatives are required. Therefore, our modified VIKOR method is described by the following L p − metric:
where 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞; k = 1, 2, . . . , K. For consistency, the influential weight w j is also used for the IWs derived from the DAN; (| f aspired j
is called the performance gap ratio (r kj ), and can be written as shown in Equation (18) .
Step 2: Calculating the average degree of gap (or regret) when p = 1 for the ranking and selection of the overall and maximal degree of gap (or regret) and when p = ∞ in each dimension and overall for priority improvements. The performance gap ratios for the measures L p=1 k (as S k ) and L p=∞ k (as Q k ) are expressed as follows:
The compromise solution min k L p k reveals that the synthesized and integrated gap should be the minimum. Consequently, the gap is ranked, selected, and improved, so that its value is sufficiently close to the aspirational level. In addition, the group utility (called the average gap or average degree of regret) is emphasized when the value of p is low (such as p = 1); however, if p is infinite, then the individual maximal regrets and gaps gain prominence through prior improvements. In other words, in the basic DANP-modified VIKOR method, the solution is obtained by minimizing the average gap; however, min k Q k stresses the selection of the kth minimum of the maximal individual regrets and gaps (shown by the maximal gap for the prior improvement). The compromise-based ranking and selection and the DANP-modified VIKOR improvement methods follows Step 2.
Step 3: Calculating the final evaluation value of the alternatives using Equation (21) . Equation (21) can be provided the integration performance index value (F k ) from each criterion, considering the average performance gap (S k ) and the dislike value ("regret value") of the maximal performance gap (Q k , the smaller the better) of each criterion for individual/each alternative k (existing non-additive situation of integrated value in the real world).
where S aspired = 0 denotes that how to pursue the improvement toward achieving the best value (aspiration level) as benchmark, the total average performance gap ratio should reach zero, S worst = 1 denotes the worst value close to one in a measurement scale from 0-1, and Q aspired = 0 denotes the maximal performance gap for criterion j (i.e., max
the better}) when the maximal performance value is close to the aspiration level. The maximal performance gap Q aspired should also be close to zero, and conversely, the worst value of the maximal performance gap Q worst should be close to one (i.e., Q worst = 1). The evaluation coefficient v provides the weighting of the average performance gap strategy S k and the maximal performance gap strategy Q k for priority improvement among the alternatives k = 1, 2, . . . , K. Therefore, Equation (21) can be rewritten as F k = vS k + (1 − v)Q k . In this real case, the evaluation coefficient v represents the different decision-making styles and can also be adjusted according to different situations. v = 1 means to only minimize the average gap, and, for v = 0, only the maximal performance gap ratio for priority improvement is considered; in general, v = 0.5.
Step 4: Ranking alternative products. Sort the values of F k in ascending order; this order may be the order of alternatives for ranking and selection or that of performance gap improvements of all alternatives.
The modified VIKOR method can not only be used for ranking and selecting alternatives but can also be used for performance gap improvement for all alternatives through the bridging of performance gaps by evaluating all criteria. This process is based on a systematically acquired INRM and avoids choosing the best among inferior alternatives. Moreover, this approach can be used to solve daily and single problems (i.e., single problems with no alternatives) through the bridging of performance-gap improvement by considering all perspectives (dimensions) and criteria [90] , with the aim of achieving the aspiration level.
Empirical Case Study on Mobile Health Care Adoption
This section describes our case study, which used four types of mobile health products to verify the practicality and effectiveness of our model. We calculated the influence degree of the factors and obtained the IWs of the criteria by using the DDANPMV model and determined the key factors that influence consumers' adoption of these products. Finally, we identified gaps among the products to help consumers to make decisions and providers to implement the optimal strategies and realize how to improve the performance of their products.
Problem Description
The mobile health care industry has good development prospects with respect to both mobile devices and market needs. Mobile health services provide substantial social and economic benefits through their facilitating convenient and efficient regulation of hospital resource allocation. However, mobile health care has not yet permeated people's daily lives in the Internet of Things (IoT) era. Considerable scope remains for consumers to accept and adopt mobile health care. Thus, in this study, we selected four mobile health care products: P 1 is developed by a sensor company, P 2 is a smart pill with an embedded chip developed by a start-up company, P 3 is a smart health scanner launched by a health care product company, and P 4 is a mobile electrocardiogram equipment developed by a biotechnology company. These popular IoT products were examined as a case study.
Collection of Data
The initial influence matrix and degree of influence were obtained from a questionnaire conducted on experts who have practical experience in the fields of IoT and mobile health care. We collected their opinions of the evaluation criteria consisting of the three dimensions (eight criteria) on sustainable development of mobile health care. There are two steps in this period. At first, we listed a set of influencing factors according to experts' views, and selected several of them as the most important influencing factors based on the importance scale of triangular fuzzy numbers, the average score was 8 points or higher in the range of 0-10 points. In this step, we formed an importance scale (evaluation index system of the adoption of mobile health care) in Table 1 . For the second step, we invited eight experts to assign scores for the influence relationship for each pair of factors, namely no impact (0), low impact (1), medium impact (2), high impact (3), and very high impact (4). The experts should assign scores for the influence relationship by comparing one to another. For example, if an expert thinks that criteria A has no impact on criteria B, the number "0 (no impact)" should be entered. The degree of direct influence each perspective (dimension) and criterion (factors) has on every other perspective and criterion were assessed by experts, respectively. Then, we recycled and provided the feedback on the results to experts for modification. After two rounds of feedback modification, the results were basically consistent. Lastly, we calculate the average values of these indexes and formed an influencing factor scale which obtained a consistent opinion of experts. The consensus ratio reached a 95.19% confidence level (>95%). The initial influence matrix A = [a ij ] is shown in Table 2 . 
These results indicate the confidence of significance in consensus ratio to reach 95.19%. The number of criteria is n = 8; The number of experts in practical experience is H = 8.
Results and Analysis
Building an INRM Using the DEMATEL Technique
The total influence matrix T of the criteria reveals interactions among all factors ( Table 3 ). The total influence matrix of dimensions indicates the relationships between the three dimensions based on the consensus of the experts (Table 4) . The (r i + y i ) value indicates the total influence of the criteria i both from and to the other criteria. The environmental dimension (D 3 ) has the highest total degree of influence (r i + y i ) and is thus considered the most important influential dimension. By contrast, the technological dimension (D 1 ) relates least to other criteria. The (r i − y i ) values indicate that the technological dimension (D 1 ) influences other criteria the most and the environmental dimension (D 3 ) is most easily influenced by other criteria. The sum of influences given or received for criteria reveals the degree of influence among criteria (Table 5) . Social factors (C 31 ) is considered the most important criterion by experts based on the total degree of influence (r i + y i ). Quality of technological service (C 13 ) influences other criteria the most and product image (C 32 ) is the most easily influenced by other criteria based on the (r i − y i ) value. By combining the parameter values r and y, the influential network relationship maps were constructed for both the dimension and criterion levels ( Figure 3) . Figure 3 shows the influential relationships between the three dimensions and the criteria. The environmental dimension (D 3 ) is influenced by the technological dimension (D 1 ) and the subjective dimension (D 2 ). Hence, the influence hierarchy can be ordered as the technological dimension (D 1 ), subjective dimension (D 2 ), and environmental dimension (D 3 ). Thus, the improvement of mobile health care technology can most effectively prompt consumers to adopt mobile health care products. Mobile health care providers should prioritize improving the technological level of mobile health care because this directly relates to consumers' subjective feeling and external environment influence. In the technological dimension (D 1 ), the quality of technological service (C 13 ) influences the ease of use (C 12 ) and usefulness (C 11 ), and the ease of use (C 12 ) influences usefulness (C 11 ). Thus, it is more important for mobile health products to possess the characteristic of high quality of technological service to meet the needs and demands of consumers, thereby affecting the degree of usefulness and ease of use. Mobile health care providers should prioritize developing the quality of technological service. In the subjective dimension (D 2 ), compatibility (C 21 ) influences customers' perceived value (C 23 ) and trust (C 22 ), and perceived value (C 23 ) influences trust (C 22 ). Therefore, in the aspect of consumers' subjective perception, the degree of matching between mobile health products and consumers' previous experience and values directly affects consumers' perceived value and trust in mobile health. This requires precise market segmentation according to consumer characteristics and psychology to position specific products. In the environmental dimension (D 3 ), social factors (C 31 ) directly influences product image (C 32 ). As public group members, consumers readily trust people around them when making uncertain decisions. 
Obtaining the Influence Weights of the DANP
The influence weight of each criterion can be obtained by applying the DANP method, as shown in Equation (12) . The unweighted super-matrix W can be obtained by transposing the normalized matrix T α c , as shown in Table 6 . The weighted super-matrix W α is multiplied by itself several times to obtain the stable matrix; that is, the matrix is raised to the power of g (lim g→∞ (W α ) g ). The global IWs are obtained from the result. The local weights are calculated from the global weights, as shown in Table 8 . Table 8 . Influential weights of DEMETEL-based analytic network process (DANP). , experts considered quality of technological service (C 13 ) as the most important criterion, with a local influence weight of 0.047. For the subjective dimension (D 2 ), trust (C 22 ) was considered to be the most important criterion by experts, with a local influence weight of 0.137. In the case of the environmental dimension (D 3 ), social factors (C 31 ) was considered to be the most important criterion, with a local influence weight of 0.237. Social factors strongly influence consumers' decision regarding whether to choose mobile health care, and it is a key factor that cannot be ignored by mobile health providers. Regarding global weights, the technological dimension (D 1 ) was seldom considered when consumers made decisions to adopt mobile health care products.
Dimensions/Criteria
Evaluating the Adoption of Mobile Health Care Using the Modified VIKOR Method
In accordance with the DANP method, we selected four mobile health care products for our case study to obtain the IWs of the factors and evaluate consumers' adoption decisions regarding different mobile health care products.
The four mobile health care products, P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , and P 4 , have distinct characteristics. P 1 was developed by a sensor company. A flexible microchip is placed on users' skin to monitor body temperature, heart rate, and other vital signs when users are sleeping. The vital sign data is sent to the users' smartphone by using Bluetooth technology. P 2 is a smart pill with an embedded chip developed by a start-up company. When the pill enters the stomach, it can monitor users' physical condition and transmit data to a smartphone together with an inductor patch outside the body. P 3 is a smart health scanner developed by a health care products company. The product is placed on a user's forehead for a few seconds. Information is then sent to a smartphone app, which provides effective references based on algorithmic analysis of vital signs and parameters. P 4 is a mobile electrocardiogram device developed by a biotechnology company and is used for monitoring heart rate and other vital signs. Its accuracy has been demonstrated to be superior to Holt's dynamic electrocardiogram device. It is a safe, waterproof electrical device that can be worn on the chest for approximately 2 weeks and has been certified by the US Food and Drug Administration.
Based on considerations of the four mobile health care products' performance and evaluation, we graded them and produced a comprehensive evaluation. All indexes were performance-based (i.e., higher scores indicate stronger performance). Questionnaire surveys were used to obtain the performance scores of mobile health care products ( f kj ), from 0 (very bad/dissatisfaction) to 10 (very good/satisfaction), for each criterion from consumers by social response. We set the aspired value as 10 (i.e., f 
The results are shown in Table 10 . 
Gap ratio: (1), (2), (3) and (4) denote the ranking in four alternatives, when the minimal gap is better. Gap ratio: The gap ratio matrix r kj of the four products determined using the modified VIKOR method can be obtained from Equations (19)- (21), as shown in Table 9 . Figure 3 presents the causal relationships between the dimensions and criteria for the promotion of mobile health care, as determined by INRM. The degree of the dimension effect indicated that improvements should be made in the following order: technological dimension (D 1 ), subjective dimension (D 2 ), and environmental dimension (D 3 ). The results indicated that the technological dimension has the greatest immediate network effect on the other dimensions and can help resolve multiple problems simultaneously. The findings imply that mobile health care technology should be developed further by mobile health care service providers. This is because it directly relates to consumers' subjective feelings and external environment influences. Moreover, the quality and efficiency of mobile health products are effective enhancing factors. The improvement of technology can ensure that the services obtained through mobile medical treatment are of high quality, and it makes sense to reduce medical costs and promote equity.
Discussion and Implications
Some criteria in each dimension, such as quality of technological service (C 13 ), compatibility (C 21 ), and social factors (C 31 ), demonstrated the same network effect. These are the major influential factors within each dimension, implying their priority for improvements. Moreover, they provide a higher-level model for the improvement of mobile health care products. In terms of the results for technological dimension (D 1 ), consumers were more concerned with the quality of technological service, indicating that to consistently satisfy the requirements of consumers, mobile health providers should strengthen the supervision and management of technology before it is released onto the market. Relevant aspects include technical development, installation, commissioning, personnel training, and system acceptance. For the subjective dimension (D 2 ), enhancing the compatibility of mobile health care products is evidently important for consumers' decision-making. The findings for the environmental dimension (D 3 ) indicate that social factors affect consumers' adoption of mobile health products. Consumers hoped that usage behavior involving mobile health care products can be recognized by people in their social environment.
The performance gap results revealed by the traditional VIKOR method were calculated for comparison. The data in Table 10 shows a major shortcoming of the traditional VIKOR method: there must be at least two alternatives to rank the numerical size of each criterion. There is at least one performance gap ratio scoring 0, representing no need for improvement, and at least one with a score of 1, representing the maximum gap. However, the alternative, with a score of 0 may also have a gap with respect to the best performance. The alternative, with a score of 1, could not show how much improvement is required. In the modified VIKOR method, only one product is allowed for the improvement strategy and normally there are no scores of 0 and 1 in the gap ratio. Compared with the results for the traditional VIKOR method in Table 10 , the results in Table 9 indicated that the modified VIKOR method is superior. In the traditional VIKOR method, the maximal performance score for each criterion for the four alternatives is set as a reference point or benchmark representing the relative best score, thereby comparing the four alternatives. Similarly, the minimal performance score for each criterion represents a relative worst score among the four alternatives. However, the score differs for each criterion of max-min value. Thus, the calculated relative gap ratios can be used only for ranking and selection of alternatives in one criterion, and the comparison of gap ratios among eight criteria could be meaningless because of the different reference points or benchmarks. In the modified VIKOR method (Table 9 ), all gap ratios are calculated using Equation 18 with the same reference point or benchmark setting of 10 for the aspired level and 0 for the worst level. Thus, this method can be used not only for ranking and selection but also for performance gap improvement. The modified VIKOR method uses aspired-worst to limit the large performance gaps for each criterion. This was combined with the INRM and possible systematic improvements were mapped out to avoid choosing the best among inferior alternatives.
According to the gap ratio and ranking results in Table 9 , the four products were evaluated as follows to provide product improvement guidance.
The gaps between P 1 and the aspiration level were 0.226, 0.254, and 0.281. The chip in P 1 must touch the user's skin to obtain vital signs when the user is sleeping. This leads to poorer performance for quality of technological service (C 13 ) compared with the other products, with a gap ratio of 0.300. Consumers always prefer more secure ways to obtain medical diagnoses. There are also substantial gaps in consumers' compatibility (C 21 ), trust (C 22 ), and social factors (C 31 ) compared with the aspiration level, which hinders P 1 from obtaining public popularity. However, for usefulness (C 11 ), ease of use (C 12 ), perceived value (C 23 ), and product image (C 32 ), the gaps were almost all under 0.200, which shows that the performance of P 1 is good for product use and satisfaction. By combining INRM with gap ratios indicated that the technological dimension (D 1 ) is the most influential and that quality of technological service (C 13 ) also acts as a resource for D 1 . The weakness in quality of technological service (C 13 ) must be improved first, followed by compatibility (C 21 ), trust (C 22 ), and social factors (C 31 ). P 1 can be regarded as a cost-effective and user-friendly mobile health product. However, the method for obtaining users' vital signs should be made more user-friendly. P 2 exhibits the greatest deviation from the aspiration level, with a total average performance gap ratio of 0.227 (the highest gap) in different decision-making styles. P 2 performs similarly to P 1 , except that it has a high gap (0.250) for ease of use (C 12 ) rather than quality of technological service (C 13 ) in D 1 . There was an absolute gap for ease of use (C 12 ), compatibility (C 21 ), trust (C 22 ), and social factors (C 31 ) compared with aspiration levels. Nevertheless, P 2 has an obvious advantage with respect to usefulness (C 11 ), quality of technological service (C 13 ), perceived value (C 23 ), and product image (C 32 ). Hence, the most effective improvement strategies should first improve the ease of use (C 12 ) of P 2 as it will strongly influence compatibility (C 21 ), trust (C 22 ), and social factors (C 31 ).
Among the four products, P 3 exhibited above average performance and possessed low gaps of 0.162, 0.196, and 0.228 for the different decision-making styles and a low gap of 0.142 for total average performance. Compared with other products, its main distinguishing feature lies in having the lowest gap for perceived value (C 23 ; 0.25), which may cause poor performance-price ratio and product utility from a consumer perspective. Price might be considered a critical factor to be strictly controlled, and consumer satisfaction should be a primary goal of price strategy. However, there are no obvious gaps in the technological dimension (D 1 ), environmental dimension (D 3 ), compatibility (C 21 ), and trust (C 22 ). In general, P 3 is a high-end product trusted by consumers. To excel in their field, the providers of P 3 should maintain the product's technological advantages and help users maximize the product's benefits by improving the performance-price ratio and utility through technical innovation. P 4 has the best performance of the four products, with a lowest total average performance score of 0.141. It ranked first whether the aim was to minimize the average gap (F k = 0.146) or select the maximum gap for priority improvement (F k = 0.186). The gaps for ease of use (C 12 ) and perceived value (C 23 ) were more prominent than those of other criteria. This may be because users must wear P 4 constantly to monitor vital signs synchronously, which directly decreases users' comfort and satisfaction, thus decreasing perceived ease of use (C 12 ) and perceived value (C 23 ). However, P 4 achieves a nearly ideal performance level in the other criteria. For promotion, the providers of P 4 should improve ease of use (C 12 ) to affect consumers' perceived value (C 23 ) based on the advantages of other criteria. The details of the dimensions and the criteria for their improvement priorities regarding consumers' adoption of the mobile health care assessment framework are shown in Table 11 . 
Conclusions
Mobile health care which provides effective solutions is convenient and cheap, and can promote the rational allocation and sustainable development of medical resources. However, considerable scope remains for improvement in the adoption of mobile health care. This study examined the influential factors for customers' adoption of mobile health, and we constructed an INRM to identify cause-effect relationships. A modified VIKOR method for calculating the performance gaps for product improvement was established. In summary, the conclusions and innovations of this study are as follows:
(1) An evaluation index system, including three dimensions and eight criteria, was constructed for influential factors in consumers' adoption of mobile health care. Numerous domestic and foreign studies on consumers' adoption of mobile health care have focused on the analysis of one or several factors, but failed to construct a systematic scientific evaluation index system. In this study, we analyzed the characteristics of mobile health care and developed the work of other studies through a literature review, investigation of previous theories, discussion, and summary.
(2) The relationships between dimensions and criteria were represented graphically through INRM. On the basis of this representation, we concluded that the technological dimension (D 1 ) directly influences the subjective dimension (D 2 ) and environmental dimension (D 3 ), and the subjective dimension (D 2 ) in turn influences the environmental dimension (D 3 ). Providers can improve their products more flexibly and accurately on the basis of the identification of cause-effect relationships between the dimensions and criteria and the actual situation of their own products.
(3) We empirically verified the VIKOR method by identifying the performance gaps of four mobile health products and thus ranking the products, thereby assisting in continuous improvement and product development. The study compared the traditional VIKOR method and the modified VIKOR method to illustrate the effectiveness of the modified version. Modified VIKOR aids product comparison within a specific criterion. Moreover, the comparison of the criteria was meaningful because of a unified reference point or benchmark. This paper can thereby provide guidance for decision-makers developing product improvement strategies and for consumers ranking and selecting alternatives to solve real-world problems more effectively. This conforms more closely to real-world concepts because it assigns factors to represent the best value rather than choosing the best among inferior alternatives.
This study has limitations that should be addressed in future research. The initial data were obtained from a limited number of experts in the field of IoT and mobile health care. Although adjusted, different opinions were obtained in the collection of the data of the initial influence matrix because of differences in professional perspectives. Further studies can expand their sources and scope to obtain initial data and thereby increase the accuracy of their final results. With the further development of the mobile health care industry, further studies should expand the range of investigation and explore the causes of differences in-depth, thereby more accurately grasping the relationships between the criteria. 
